Execula LLC
3145 E Chandler Blvd Suite 110-743

Web Catalog
TAB Anywhere
Product URL https://execula.com/tab-anywhere
Short Description: Tab anywhere plugin is a quick information organizing tool that allows to present you contents in a
tabbed style. It enhances the look of your site with proper arrangement of data. It lets you add multiple custom tabs
with its own information editor.
Supported Versions: nopCommerce 3.60 , nopCommerce 3.70, nopCommerce 3.80, nopCommerce 3.90,
nopCommerce 4.0, nopCommerce 4.1, nopCommerce 4.2
Full Description: Tab Anywherefor nopCommerceDemo of Product Tab Demo of Category Tab Demo of
Manufacture TabExecula Tab Anywhere plugin provides a quick and stress-free way to show your product, category,
and manufacture information in tabs.
This plugin adds a “Tabs” section that allows you to create tabbed content for your website effortlessly. You can
quickly add your content to your different tabs, customize it with various colors, re-order them at any time and display
them anywhere. The plugin lets you display both vertical and horizontal tabs style. There infinite color schemes and
font style options available. You can add multiple custom tabs as well with its own information editor. It offers an eyecatching design that enhances the look of your site while organizing the product detailed page in a neat manner.
Developed by Execula LLC.Features1.Allows adding multiple custom tabs on the product, category, and manufacture
pages.2.One can add Video in the tab.3.Highly customized for User Experience.4.Easy to generate unlimited tab sets
anywhere.5.Provide a way to add downloadable files for users.6.Easy to Create/Edit and Delete tab in the admin
panel.7.Fully localizable.8.This plugin design is responsive and user-friendly to any mobile device.9.Unlimited color
option.10.Horizontal and vertical styles available.SpecificationsSupported versions 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 4.0, 4.1,
4.2Multi-storeResponsive DesignRazor files are open to modificationsThemeableEasy to install and manage from the
nopCommerce Admin panel

Price $75.00
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